The paper porosity study has been done by observing microscopically.The purpose is provide airborne porosity data on various paper types, so that we can rank the ability of liquid absorption on the same paper type. This porosity analysis is done by using ImageJ, with converting the image to binary, set the threshold limit, and clarify the watershed limit.
INTRODUCTION
Parameters of porosity are very important, because porosity is the primary variable to determine the magnitude of a backup of fluid contained in a mass (Bergaya,1995) . Material available in the nature had a pore or a different air cavity, this can be seen with the difference between the ability of absorbing water by the material (Ebaretonbofa & Evans, 2002) . Each material has a different porosity depends on absorption ability (Li, Goldstei, & Franseen, 2017) . Based on the importance of porosity calculation research to the ingredient's determine the material absorbent, this research is made. Because each paper has different uses and effectiveness. This should be noted. For example filter paper, filter paper has several types of variations / types that have their usefulness, eg tissue type A suitable for oil, filter paper type B suitable for plain water. It was on the ability to absorb paper against liquid fluid.
Another purpose of the research is to calculate the porosity of different kinds of paper, since the same kind of paper does necessarily has of absorption ability different variations.
The outcome of this research is an air cavity (porosity) data base on different variations on paper, such as different kinds paper tissue of, HVS paper, and filter paper which will be analyzed with image processing.
This research emphasizes the analysis of paper pore calculation using image processing. Image processing can be used to accurately analyze the quality of an image (Ningtias, Suryono & Susilo, 2016) . Image processing techniques in addition to generating accurate data also produce data precision (Susanto, 2009) . Therefore the image processing system is very appropriate to calculate the small porosity of paper that have a size in millimeter .
The word of paper (paper) derived from the Egyptian language; papyrus, which is a material used by the Egyptians towrite on. Paper was found in China for the first time by Cai Lun. It is manufactured by the process of fiber compression was derived from the fiber separation and fibrous raw materials that has been dried before hand, and some additional ingredient that sticked and connected to each other being added (Ding, Hung, Lee,& Wang, 2017) . The results of compressing, drying and additing other material determine the weight of, the paper thickness and quality. The Microscopic image of paper can be seen as in Figure 1 . Porosity is important physical nature to declare the characteristic of the texture and the of material quality (Cui, Huang,& Liu, 2017) . Porosity is an empty space between material and the small part of the empty volume space within the total volume. The value of porosity defined the amount of fluid contained in the material which is very important to making paper. By means of mathematics, porosity is a comparison between the volume pores percentage and the total material volume as present in equation:
where Ф is porosity, V p is volume pore, and V tot is volume total.
METHOD
The methodology is conducted by observing the pores of paper under the light of the microscope, various paper was filter sed in this work are HVS paper , tissue and filter paper. The paper to be observed will be cut into several thin sheets before doing the observations from the microscope. The results of the analog images observed on the microscope are converted into digital images to be analyzed using ImageJ. ImageJ program will be used to measure porosity or extent image of air cavities for various types of paper used. The process of image processing can be seen in Figure 2 . The first step was done with the scale of the image of the arrangement, to adjust the scale of the image of the scale with basically implemented by clicking on straight; and draw, a line in accordance with long image pictures the scale that we want to know. Analyze; set scale, to see how pixels that reads within a range of 1 mm. The next step is the stage of image clarification. The stage of image clarification is done with the purpose of getting a black white image (binary) (Collins, 2007) . This process will get through several stages: first set the limit of the analysed image beforehand (find edge) (Haeri, 2015) . Then, sharpen the image of the process of thresholds, change into 8 bits, binary. The purpose of this process was to achieve the level of firm overcast on image observation. The surface analysis is made out of the imagery result (Grove & Jerram, 2011) . 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
From the image of arrangement of scales obtained the value of size pixels, 14100.0000 pixels /mm. This scale is obtained by analyzing a line image that has been known to measure along 0.14 mm. By converting the length of the line image still in mm by the number of pixels read in the digital image that has been enlarged 100 times, get the value of the scale.This scale will be used to analyze all images of 100 times the magnification of the light microscope. Process analysis of the image of the pores of the paper is done in stages which can be seen in below.
Stage of paper image clarification
The original image of the paper before being analyzed. Figure 3 , is an original image filter paper C of true paper pores and wood fibers, which have not been analyzed by image processing
The image clarification
This step is done by changing the image to binary (binary or automatic threshold) with a view at figure 4 to clarify the paper image to be measured. Figure 4 , shows an image filter paper C with an 8 bit brightness level to start analyzing. The next step is to clarify the holes measured. The next step is wathershed used to clarify the limit to be measured, so it forms segmentation. Binary image had wathershed what needed to be is. The result in Figure 6 .
Analysis image
The next stage is the analysis in Figure  6 . Figure 7 is the magnification of some of the image area of Figure 6 to further clarify the ob- The image area is read in Figure 10 . Table 2 is a table of each piece of image analysis results in each piece of paper.
The area of the paper pores is the area of the air cavity on the paper. While the wide area is the whole area of the image observed both the pores of paper and wood fiber.Thick paper each piece was measured using a micrometer. By multiplying the area of the air cavity with the thickness of the paper then get the volume of each piece of paper cavity. By multiplying the area of image of both fiber and cavity with the thickness of paper, then get the total volume of paper cut. The total volume of cavities of each paper type can be calculated by summing the volume of each piece of paper. The total volume of paper both cavities and fibers is calculated by summing the cavity and paper volumes of each piece for the same type. So get the volume of paper cavity and total paper volume as Table 3 . The results of the analysis porosity image on obtained value as Table 3 , of various sample. Table 3 presents the results of porosity for the same type paper that has a different porosity. If we want to use a kind of paper with a good absorbent ability, filter paper a the other, paper is tissue C better than is the best amongst paper tissue A and B, and HVS paper B is better than HVS paper A. It's just that in the conducted research, for the type of paper tissue the pores not are being seen per slice (the thin part again) but seen as anintact unity under the light of the microskop because of the nature of the tissue it self is indeed very thin and hard to split into thinner parts.
The nature of porosity material affected each other and being affected by another fisis and the nature of termal. For example porous material which has low density, larger surface area, low heat conductivity and forth. Porosity comes because the pores are open, closed and the space between particles. In addition, there are the relationship between the material density and porosity (Li, Goldstei,& Franseen, 2017) . The bigger the density, the smaller the material porosity. The bigger the density means having large density. The rapid the material, the less the pores within the material. Because of that, it is concluded that the connection between density and porosity is the reverse (Cui, Huang, & Liu, 2017) .
It can be concluded that the filter papers absorption A > filter paper D > filter paper C > filter paper B. For the tissue paper absorption tissue paper C > tissue paper B > tissue paper A. Absorption HVS paper B > HVS A. General conclusions that can be giving a result on research, the higher the porosity value of the paper the greater the ability to absorb fluid on paper.
CONCLUSION
The author has done research on porosity calculation of various types of paper, the results of research is the higher the porosity value of the paper the greater the ability to absorb fluid on paper ,it means paper had large air cavities and has more fluid than other types of paper, but have the lowest density.
